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OOMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CABOLIHA1 
16,4 (1975) 
ON RICH MONOIDS 
Radovan GREGOR, Praha 
Abstract: The hereditarity of the poorness of monoids 
is studied in the first part of the paper. Every rich mo-
noid is a aubmonoid of some poor monoid; moreover, every 
finitely generated free monoid is a submonoid of some poor 
monoid with only two generators. The remaining part demon-
strates a sort of unreducibility of the whole problem of 
rich monoids to the monoids with two generators. 
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Introduction* To describe the contents of the paper, 
let us first recall some notions. A category C is called 
algebraic if there exists a full embedding of C into so-
me category of algebras and all their homomorphlsms. A ca-
tegory is said to be binding ([!]) if every algebraic ca-
tegory can be embedded into it. A small category e is 
said to be rich (£23,133) if the functor category Setc 
is binding, otherwise it is called poor* 
The complete characterization of rich thin categories 
(i.e. preorders) has been given in t23, its counterpart 
yet not being known for another important case of one-ob-
ject categories - monoids. So far only special classes of 
rich monoids have been described, e.g., in t43 rich monoids 
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with two idempotent generators <$ , f are characteri-
zed: Such a monoid i s rich i f and only i f i t has as a fac-
tormonoid one of the monoids M̂  defined by the identi-
t i e s cp * <y2 * (c?f)k<? , f * Yz s tyy ) k T with 
k > 3 • 
For an arbitrary monoid M * 5-,*/Q defined by the 
set S of i t s generators and the set Q of ident i t ies 
in the alphabet 5J we can consider the functor category 
M —4 
Set as a category of algebras with the set -S of unary 
operations fulfilling the identities from Q . Thus, the 
problem of rich monoids is just the question which monoids 
of unary operations are large (or, better, intricate) 
enough for the corresponding categories of algebras to be 
sufficiently comprehensive, i.e. to contain any algebraic 
category. 
As to cardinality, every rich monoid has at least fi-
ve elements C53t and every set of its generators has at 
least two elements. Since a large majority of the results 
on rich monoids obtained so far concerns the monoids with 
two generators, this could make the impression that the 
whole question of the richness of monoids might be re-
ducible, in a sense, to the range of monoids with two ge-
nerators. In the second paragraph of this paper we pre-
sent an example demonstrating that this is not the case* 
Since the factorization of monoids implies full em-
bedding of the corresponding categories in the converse 
direction, the factormonoid of a poor monoid is poor. The 
first paragraph of the present paper is concerned with 
the behaviour of the richness of monoids as to their inc-
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1usions. While the commutative monoid with two generators 
is an example of the hereditarily poor monoid, we shall 
show that generally the poorness of monoids is not heredi-
tary . , and that even rich monoid is a submonoid of some 
poor monoid. Moreover, we shall show that every finitely 
generated free monoid can be embedded into aome poor mo-
noid with only two generatora. The related questions con-
cerning the "inheritingw of richness? of monoids from their 
factormonolds are studied in [6]. 
I want to express my gratitude to doc. VSra TrnkovA 
for her encouragement in my work. 
1. The, faered^arfrty of tfag poorness of fflfflpldft. 
In view of the motivation based on unary operations) 
every monoid i s supposed to be given by some set 2S of 
i t s generators and aome set Q of identities in the alpha-
bet S ; then i t is denoted by 2!*/Q . L e t M = i^*/Q > 
w e 2«* * SJ*V0 • Then Ew3M denotes the element of M 
in the usual sense; brackets and index M a re sometimes 
omitted* 
An object of a category C i s called rigid i f i t s 
only endomorphlsm in C i s the identity. From ill and £8] 
i t follows that any binding category contains a proper 
class of mutually non-isomorphlc rigid objects. 
! • ! • Proposition. Every monoid M can be embedded 
into some poor monoid. 
Proof: Let M « Si^/Q , denote by R the set of a l l 
identit ies of the form foe » ec6> « cc for a l l & e 2j , 
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denote Mx ^Hwioo} /QyR . Then 1.1 follows from*1.2 
and 1.3 . 
1«2» .kfi.affi.a- The formula £( CG'-IM ) « C ^ M defi-
nes a homomorphism f: M—** M, , which i s 1-1 • 
Proof is obvious. 
^•3. Lemma. M^ is poor. 
Proof: Let A « (X, 2 u Aac J )c Set 1 be a rigid 
algebra. Then oc is its endomorphism, hence co • id . 
Consequently, €T » id for all €f € 2£ . Thus every con-
stant mapping of X into Itself is an endomorphlam of A , 
which implies card X = 1 , in other words, the category 
Ml 
Set has only tr iv ial rigid objects. 
!•#• Proposition. Every f in i te ly generated free mo-
noid can be embedded into a poor monoid with two genera-
tors. 
Proof: It i s well known that every f ini te ly genera-
ted free monoid can be embedded into the free monoid with 
two generators, so 1.4 follows from the next two lemmas. 
--•->• Lemma. Let M2»-C0', * . $ * t *3 * 
*idLffil*/te(Sccmtc
Q(3oc**fixfh<x'! .Then the formulas &(*) ** 
mtocl) g(tr) * £(3*1 define a homomorphism g: Mg—*> M̂  i 
which i s 1 - 1 . 
Proof: The elements of g(M^ic M\ are represented 
only by auch words in the alphabet <ac9fi} which do 
not contain the sub word ccfioc . But the identit ies de-
fining M3 cannot be applied to such words, hence, g i s 
1-1 . 
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-»•&• I&Iffifi* M3 *« Poor * 
M-* 
Proof: Let A « (X, ec, (3) £ Set J be * rigid algebra, 
xfiX , y * o c / 3 o c ( x ) . Then oC(y) » £(y) » y f hence the 
constant mapping of X onto y ia an endomorphism of A , 
ao X =- 4 y $ . Again, Set J haa only tr iv ia l rigid algeb-
raa. 
!•?• Problem. Can every finitely generated (non-free) 
monoid be embedded into a poor monoid with two generatora? 
2. The rich monoid with three generatora. whose each 
pair of element a generates a poor aiihmonald,. 
Let U4 « <C oc ,/3 ,yJ*/Q4 , where 
roc * oc * * ec (3 oc =x «c gToc . oc /3groc « <*£*/3cc1 
«4 
I3* ßX m ßacß m ß<Sß M ßoCtfß s j S ^ P 
2 - l» Theorem. The monoid M| la a rich monoid with 
three generatora, whoae each aubmonoid with two generators 
aa well as each of i t s factormonoida with two generators 
are poor. 
Proof: ia given in the following lemmaa. 
2*2. Lemma. The monoid M̂  « ^(^^ 1*/{p* ^}m^.»^ , 
$m»%w»p»} i s poor. 
Proof: We show that any rigid algebra A * (X, $ut?>) € 
6 Set 5 has at most two elements. Suppose Xj=0 • Define 
K » 4x£Xj ^ ( x ) -* x i , L M x i X ; » ( x ) = x j . If 
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K.n 1*4-0 , then the constant mapping of X on some x e K o 
n L i s an endomorphism of A , hence X a 4 x? , i . e . 
card X » 1 . If Kn L s 0 , choose xcX and denote z =* 
» (ec(x) , y =* *> (z) . Then ^ ( z ) » z -» ^(y) , a>(z) * 
a y a -*> (y) # Now one can verify that the mapping f: X—-» 
—> X defined by 
f ( t ) » a whenever te.K , 
f ( t ) =- y otherwise 
i s an endomorphism of A . Hence X = -f z , y j , i . e . 
card X a* 2 • 
2 *3* Leffiffla. If a, a £ M. , then 9 =- 3 * ss 9 . 
Proof: Since M- ie 9ymmetric with reepect to ao , 
(3 , y , i t i3 sufficient to verify the above equation 
only for s € «f l , oc , ect$ , cc (3 9* f , s ' e M ^ -
The computation ia rather long, but very easy and therefo-
re left to the reader. 
2*4* Lemma. i ) Each submonold with two generators 
of M. i s poor, i i ) Each factormonoid with two generators 
of M* i s poor. 
Proof: i ) By the previous lemma i t i s a factormonoid 
of the poor monoid M-» • 
i i ) Let h: M*—* M be an epimorphism, M having 
two generators m, n . Choose p, qcM* so that h(p) =- m , 
h(q) = n. Then M is a factormonoid of the.submonoid M' 
of M* generated by p, q • Since M' i s poor, M i s 
also poor* 
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2.5» Lemma. M* is rich. 
Proof: Let Graph denote the category of all direc-
ted graphs and their compatible mappings. According to 1619 
it is sufficient to construct a full embedding $ : 
: Graph —p> Set * . Define 
§ (XfR) = (Yfoc,/3f r> , Y = (R x 4 l,2,3j)u (X*44,5?)f 
denote by TT̂  » TTj : R — > x t l i e projections. If reR, xe 
£ X , then we put 
co(r f l ) = (TT.L(r)f4), (i ( r , l ) = (r ,2) f r
( ^f l> = 
« <TT2(*)f4)f 
oC(rf2) « |SCr,2) = (r f 2) , r
( r i 2 ) s ( r t3 ) t 
oo(r,3) = (J(rf3) - (r ,2) f <r
(rf3) * (r f 3 ) , 
oc(xf4) - r
( x > 4 ) s ( x t 4 ) , /i(x,4) = (x,5) , 
o$(x,5) = f ( x , 5 ) = (x f 4) , |3(xf5) = (x f5) . 
One can verify that A » (Y, oc, /3 , -yO --a really an algeb-
M - t , 
ra? from Set 4 . Let f: (X,R)—*• (x',R') be a compatible 
mapping. Define <| (f) = g f where g(x ,y , i ) = ( f (x) , f ( y ) f i ) 
whenever (x,y)e R , i e 41 ,2 ,3? > g(x, i ) = ( f (x ) f i ) when-
ever xcX , i c-t4,5? . Clearly, $ i s an embedding. We 
have to prove that $ i s fu l l . Let g: $ (X,R) —#• $ Cx'fR') 
be a homomorphism. Denote $ (X ,R ) = (Y'fot'f /£'f#') • 
Since x ' x 4 4 ? ia just the set of a l l z # Y ' such that 
oc'(z) « ^' (z) = z , we have g(X x 44?) c X'x 44? . Defi-
ne a mapping f: X—#• x ' by g(x,4) = (f(x) ,4) • Then 
g(x f5) = g/5(x f4) * /&'g(xf4) = /3'(f (x),4) * (f(x) ,5) . 
Since R'x42? i s just the set of a l l z e Y ' such that 
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<</(z) * /3' (z) * z t we have g(R x 4.2$)c R'x 42 J . Since 
R'x|i:$ i s just the set of a l l z c t ' such that oc'(z) e 
€X%<-£45 , /3 ' (z)e R'x{23 , we have g(R X i l ? ) c R'x-flJ • 
Now, i t i s easy to show g * $ (f) . 
The proof of the theorem is concluded. 
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